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From the Editor
What a mixed bag of weather we have had for this year’s summer trips and
walks. Rain, sunshine, chilly, extremely hot (London) and just pleasant have
been experienced notwithstanding a deluge on the night we went to the charcoal
woods and ending up being somewhat extremely soggy for the rest of the
evening. As ever turnout for these events has been good and wonderfully none
has been cancelled.
As we go to press our last visit for the year will have just taken place and it was
another excellent day for members to enjoy. Once again thanks must be given
to all the committee members who have organised these outings and for their
reports – also to the two non-committee members who have also contributed
to the excellent mix of summer’s outings. Sadly the Heritage Fair had to be
cancelled due to the poor take-up of tables from other societies and the lack of
interest shown by the Vicar of St Seps to rescue the event by letting us use the
Church itself. It is hoped that the Heritage Fair will take place in 2017, but it’s a
question of ‘watch this space’.
On a completely different topic I have recently read reports in the papers that
show horses are now being covered in make-up – mascara, special creams and
false manes and tails – laughable but I kid you not. Whatever next – nail polish
for their hooves? Apparently this is all to do with making the horses look good
for the judges. Having said that when we were in London for the Kings X walk
and having a cup of coffee prior to the day at one of the eateries in the undercroft
at St Pancras, a lady went past with her luggage and on top of the large pile was
a bag containing a dog which was in danger of falling off the pile – the bag off
the pile and the dog out of the bag! It didn’t look happy......
It is incredible that this issue will be available at the first of the 2016/17 season
of talks – as we all wonder where the year has gone, and what a year. The
months of doom and gloom reporting on the Referendum and the result that
Britain can once again, given half a chance, stand on her own. Then there were
the Olympics, medals galore; Wimbledon and the Tour de France, both British
wins. Overall 2016 has been a good year in spite of the terrible happenings on
the continent and we can only hope that across the pond the American people
make the right choice.
Finally a warm welcome to all our new members this year and it leaves me to
wish you all best wishes for the forthcoming festivities season and New Year.
Ed
PS: Grensons, the Rushden shoe firm recently celebrated their 150 years
anniversary of shoe making. Apparently a garden party was held at the firm’s
Rushden factory on Wednesday 17th August and celebrations included a flypast by the Red Arrows.
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2016 SUMMER WALKS & VISITS
Visit to NPS Shoes - 6th May
On 6th May 2016, twenty NIAG members had an excellent tour around the
factory of NPS Shoes in South Street, Wollaston. The origins of the company
go back to 1881 when five shoe workers formed a co-operative which they
called the Northamptonshire Productive Society. Their first location was a
former dove house in Thrift Street, Wollaston and they managed to secure a
government contract for army boots in their first year. By 1899, they had 80
workers and built the present single-storey factory in South Street, the premises
being extended in 1907 and in the 1950s. Various boot and shoe construction
methods have been used over the years, including riveted and stitched, stuck-on,
vulcanized and, more recently, Goodyear welted. In the 1950s, NPS was one
of the first companies to manufacturer Doc Martens boots for Griggs who were
also based in Wollaston.
In common with most UK shoe manufacturers during the latter half of the 20th
century, competition from cheap imports became an increasing problem. By
2006, NPS Shoes was on the verge of collapse when it was bought by local
footwear businessman Ivor Tilley. Today NPS Shoes employs 55 people
producing some 50,000 pairs of shoes per annum, Goodyear welted and other
constructions. Some are ‘own brand’ - including Solovair, a welted construction
with a heat-sealed PVC sole - and some are made for other brands, including
M&S, John Lewis and George Cox.
We were shown round the factory by the Managing Director Christian Castle,
son-in-law of the owner. The interior of the factory was for the most part typical
of what one would have expected to have seen in most Northamptonshire shoe
factories in the latter part of the 20th century. On the production line, Goodyear
welted footwear was being made using machinery much of which appeared to
be at least 50 years old and operating on the same principles as the machines
developed in America by Charles Goodyear in the 1870s!
We started in the leather store which contained a variety of types and colours
including skins of pony hair. In the ‘clicking’ room we saw men cutting out upper
leather pieces and lining components
on cutting presses with the aid of
shaped steel press knives. These had
cutting edges on both sides; thus they
could be used to cut left and right
components for both shoes of a pair.
In the ‘closing’ room, upper leather
components were ‘stitch marked’
with a pen to provide a guide for the
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stitching machinists of where to position overlapping components. The edges of
leather pieces were ‘skived’ or reduced in thickness where they would overlap, so
as to reduce the overall thickness of the seam. The upper and lining components
were then stitched together to form the complete shoe upper using a variety
of stitching machines, according to the type of seam required. Traditionally a
role for women, we noted one male at a stitching machine! Ancillary closing
operations included insertion of eyelets by machine and stamping the linings
with details of style, ticket number, etc.
The next stage was lasting, where the partly made shoes
were transported from operation to operation on racks,
each capable of holding 12 pairs. Initially a heel counter
or stiffener was inserted between upper and lining round
the backpart of each upper, this combination being first
heated and then clamped in a backpart shaping (moulding)
machine which had water-cooled moulds. Separately, an
insole made of a fibrous board material was affixed to the
underside of a plastic last. This insole had a leather welt
attached around its periphery, it being an integral part of
the Goodyear welted process. Then, using what looked like
a relatively modern BUSMCo forepart lasting machine,
the toe area of the upper was pulled and stretched over the
plastic last to give it its three-dimensional shape and the edges were temporarily
fixed to the insole by staples or tacks. The sides and back of the upper were
similarly lasted using a separate machine. A welt sewing machine then stitched
through the upper, the lining, the insole and the welt, all around the bottom of
the shoe, to provide a permanent attachment of the lasted upper to the insole.
In the ‘making’ room, after trimming the excess upper leather formed by the
action of lasting, cork filler was applied to the shoe bottom to provide a relatively
smooth surface. Then, for leather soled shoes, a leather midsole was stuck to the
shoe bottom, followed by a leather outer sole, which had been grooved around
its periphery. Sole, midsole and welt were then stitched together around the
periphery of the shoe by machine, so that the stitches lay in the groove in the
outer sole. A separate heel was subsequently attached. Solovair shoes, on the
other hand, had a pre-moulded PVC sole unit attached to the shoe bottom. This
used a machine that ran a red-hot (literally) knife around the edge of the sole,
which melted the PVC at its interface with the welt and sealed the sole firmly
to the shoe bottom. All soles, both leather and PVC, were applied oversized
so, when attached to the rest of the shoe, the edges had to be trimmed to the
correct shape and size to give a good finish. Finally the shoes were cleaned and
inspected before boxing.
Our visit ended in the sample room which is contained in a building that NPS
Shoes have regained the use of, on the opposite side of the road. This showed
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the range of styles and constructions which NPS can and do produce. They are
planning to open up a shop here later this year to sell direct to the public (for
more details of NPS Shoes and their products, go online to www.nps-solovair.
co.uk).
Many thanks to Christian for his time and effort in expertly shepherding
two groups through a busy factory (we know how difficult this can be with
some NIAG members!) and explaining both the shoemaking processes and
the company’s aspirations. NPS is a good example of how a manufacturing
company based on traditional production processes can be successful in today’s
market.
Peter Perkins
----oooOooo---DS Smith Plastics, Northampton - 13th May
A full complement of eleven members attended this early evening visit, numbers
being necessarily restricted by the busy, noisy nature of this working factory,
located on Northampton’s Lodge Farm Industrial Estate. Ably battling to
be overheard above the constant crescendo of large machinery was our host
for the evening, factory manager Duncan Baxter. For most of us this was an
introduction to an industry about which we know little despite encountering its
products on a regular if not daily basis.
We started the visit in the plant’s training room where Duncan provided a
background briefing to the business and its Northampton factory. It originated
in Jimmy’s End as part of Mettoy Corgi Toys. Rather than buy in corrugated
packaging, the firm set up its own in-house production and as this grew moved
to a site off Harlestone Road (identified by our Secretary as the ex-Hattons
Footwear factory on Vicarage Road). Around 1974 they split from Mettoy
and became My-Trondex employing some 360 people with a £3m turnover. In
1995 they were bought by family-owned US company Tuscarora (named after
a North American Indian). In 2002 they were in turn sold to the large Swedish
company SCA who more recently then sold the packaging part of their business
for £1.7 billion. DS Smith, who started as Smith brothers in London in 1940,
are now the biggest European packaging company. The business operates in
36 countries and employs around 26,000 people. To support their corrugated
packaging operations they also run a recycling business that collects used paper
and corrugated cardboard. They also design and manufacture a variety of
plastic packaging. In the UK DS Smith runs 31 manufacturing sites, 11 recycling
depots along with one large and one small paper mill.
The Northampton factory is thus one tiny part of a much bigger business. There
are up to 90 employees at this factory working a three shift pattern over 24 hours,
five days a week. Annual turnover is £7 million. Besides production, the factory
also has a design and test capability serving other production sites.
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Duncan summarised production in Northampton as comprising:• 10% general packaging
• 25% temperature controlled packaging (pharmaceutical)
• 20% white goods
• 30% automotive components
• 15% HVAC (Heating, Ventillation & Air-Conditioning)
Business orders fall into one of three very broad types, termed by Duncan as:–
• Runners – constant orders; never leaves the presses
• Repeaters – regular, repeat orders
• Strangers – one-off types; orders perhaps once or twice a year.
We were shown samples of the various types of materials and foam types
available, each type having different properties. The two main sources of raw
materials, depending upon product requirements, are Expanded Polystyrene
(EPS) and Expanded Polypropolyene (PEPP). The former which comes from
crude oil, was first discovered in Germany in the 1950s. These arrive at the
plant by lorry in the form of very small beads. A range of press types are used
all having one fixed and one moving or mobile side. Two of the main types used
are Kurtz and Hirsch presses. After steaming, cooling can use water application
or stabilisation with a vacuum though the former is kept to a minimum where
possible as it has several drawbacks. One aspect of production that was noted is
of course that the end products do not degrade.
After our background briefing we were split in to two groups, each then in turn,
after donning safety footwear and ear plugs, being taken around the factory shopfloor whilst the others remained in the training room with access to refreshments
and time to peruse training materials setting out in greater detail the factory’s
technical production processes.
The factory tour commenced with the raw materials in the pre-expansion area of
the factory. Large bags of EPS bead are transported to the factory by lorry. The
beads, of varying type and hue, are fed via a hopper into chambers where gas
expansion occurs. There are five such expander machines. Next stop was a secure
tooling preparation and storage area located outside. We looked at the anatomy

Secure tool preparation & storage area

An example of one of the tools
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of the complex looking, varied array
of stainless steel and copper built
tools. On then to the mould shop,
a large indoor factory space with 24
machines running multiple tools for
multiple customers accompanied
by much noise and activity. We
saw a wide range of items coming
forth from the mould presses
including items for large domestic
The mould shop
white goods manufacturers, beehive
parts, air-conditioning ducting,
pharmaceutical packaging, cooking range packing, bumpers and boot stowage
components for global automotive manufacturers, compost bins and even pieces
of equestrian specialist flooring – quite a range during one short visit to the
mould shop!
On then to the secondary operation area containing ovens used for some items,
where for example drying is required during or after moulding. Storage and
packing follows taking up much space as does the warehousing of completed
products.
‘Planning is the key’ said Duncan. They are developing new business all the time
and pushing capabilities and boundaries to remain competitive. As such they
are no longer just a packaging producer.
Our great thanks to Duncan for an excellent evening which increased our
awareness and appreciation of the vitality of one of Northampton’s modern
industries and of the extent to which the domestic and commercial world around
us demands its varied foam products.
Graham Cadman
Photographs for this report were taken by Graham Cadman 2016.

----oooOooo---EMIAC at Moira - 14th May
It was a chilly start to the drive up the motorway to Moira for the latest conference,
this time being hosted by the Railway and Canal Historical Society. A welcome
cup of coffee while we set up the stand, met up with friends from across the six
societies which make up the conference before settling down to hear about the
Ashby Canal, its tramroads, the decline and eventual, and ongoing, restoration
of the Canal.
As a bit of background information the Ashby Canal was built between 1794 and
1804 to serve the eastern basin of the Leicestershire and Derbyshire coalfield.
Originally 31 miles long, running from Ashby Wolds to the Coventry Canal at
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Marston Junction, it continued to serve this purpose until the 1960s, despite
being taken over by the Midland Railway Company in 1845. The canal suffered
decline and gradual partial closure in the 20th century but the section from
Snarestone down to the Coventry Canal remained open and is still navigable
today. In recent years much progress has been made in getting the canal
restored north of its present terminus by the Quarry Lane Pumping station, near
Snarestone.
The Ashby Canal and Tramroads
Dr Wendy Freer told us that with the completion of the Trent and Mersey Canal
in 1777 there were soon plans to link it to the new Coventry Canal thereby giving
the Ashby Wolds coalfield access to the canal network. In 1787 William Jessop
wanted to provide a link between the lime quarries at Breedon and the River
Trent.
Late in 1792 Robert Whitworth revised his 1781 plans to propose a canal from
Griff, near Nuneaton, to the Ashby Wolds. Jessop checked the plans which
formed the basis of a bill to authorise a company to raise £150,000 of capital.
Before the bill was passed in May 1794 the junction with the Coventry Canal
was moved to Marston. Whitworth and his son, also Robert, were appointed
engineers and cutting began in the autumn of the same year. It was estimated
to cost £145,545.
Although both the Coventry and the Oxford Canals were narrow canals, it was
decided to build a broad canal. By late 1796 with rising costs and share holders
not honouring their pledges it was decided to replace the planned branch canals
with tramways.
The following year Whitworth Jnr became ill and the Whitworths were replaced
by Thomas Newbold. At the same time a study of the Ashby Wolds collieries
suggested they wouldn’t be producing coal by the time the canal was completed.
By March 1798 the canal was operational between Marston and Market
Bosworth.
Having considered options for building tramways since 1793, the company
finally asked Newbold to investigate possible routes in June 1798. Benjamin
Outram (of Butterley Works) suggested running lines from Willersley Basin to
Ashby before splitting to Cloud Hill and Ticknall with branches to Calke Abbey
and Staunton Harold. It was to be laid as double track to Ashby with the branch
lines laid as single track.
With his quotation accepted by early 1799 Outram was pressing for permission
to start work; by April he had cast five miles of rails. Although a contract had
yet to be signed, work started at the Tichnall end in September. Whilst other
tramways had been laid to a gauge of 3ft 6 in, Outram argued in favour of 4 ft
2 in on the basis that railways would soon be the principal mode of transport.
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Despite lack of forthcoming funds the tramways were completed and in use
by mid-1802 and the level section of canal from Marston to Moira was opened
in April 1904. The only lock was a stop lock at Marston to protect the water
supplies. Total cost of constructing canal and tramways amounted to £184,070.
The Moira pit was sunk to produce high quality coal that was highly sought after
in Coventry and London. With the steady expansion of the pit, Moira was the
main source of canal traffic enabling all loans to be paid off between 1820 and
1827. After revising its toll system in line with other canals in 1822, coal traffic
increased five-fold from 1824 to 1828 and reached 37,316 tons by 1827.
With plans for a new railway line Midland Railway (MR) offered to buy the
canal for £110,000 in 1845. To protect their interests, the Coventry and Oxford
canal companies stipulated that MR had to maintain the Ashby Canal. The
takeover was authorised by Act of Parliament in 1846 but the envisaged railway
line was not built.
After London and North Western Railway and the MR jointly opened the Ashby
and Nuneaton Joint Railway in 1873, the canal continued to carry significant,
but decreasing, tonnages: from 138,117 tons in 1862 to 113,659 tons in 1882 and
33,329 tons in 1893. By the 1890s the railway owners had reduced maintenance
on the canal.
The upper section of the canal was increasingly affected by subsidence due to
mining operations. Yet in 1943 the Moira Coal Company shipped 20,807 tons
along the canal; the total tonnage carried by the canal that year was 43,733 tons.
The following year London Midland and Scottish Railway tried to give away the
canal but failed.
The 2.5 mile section between Moira and Donisthorpe was immediately
abandoned allowing the Moira Coal Company to mine under its course.
Another 5 miles were closed in 1957 and the Measham to Snarestone section
was closed in 1966 even though coal was regularly loaded there.
The decline and restoration of the Ashby Canal.
Our second speaker, Geoff Pursglove, started his presentation by showing some
old photographs of the canal in use before its closure, the effect of subsidence on
its over bridges and stretches of the drained canal before it was back-filled with
mining waste. We were shown plans of how mining activity had encroached
beneath the canal in the 1960s, even beneath Ilott Wharf, which was still in
commercial use.
When the canal was drained at Measham in 1957, it was filled with mass
concrete. Other stretches of canal have been in-filled with mining waste.
A public meeting of residents, anglers and waterway enthusiats held at Measham
in 1966 was strongly against any further closures of the canal and wanted to see
it back in water. Thus was born the Ashby Canal Association (ACA).
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A feasibility study for the restoration of the canal between Snarestone and
Moira was commissioned; this concluded that there were no insurmountable
obstacles. It also recommended that reconstruction should be suitable for broadbeam boats. By 1997 Leicestershire County Council (LCC) had bought much
of the route. By 2001 the length between Donisthorpe and what is now known
as Conkers Waterside basin had been restored, complete with a new lock to
overcome the problems of mining subsidence.
To assist with further restoration the Ashby Canal Trust was set up in 2000; it
is a limited company with directors from ACA, LCC, the Inland Waterways
Association, British Waterways (later Canal & River Trust) and other interested
bodies. A Transport and Works Order was granted to LCC in 2005; this enables
them to construct and maintain the canal, compulsorily purchase land and to
raise bylaws.
Bridge 62 north of Snarestone
Wharf was constructed in 2015
with the towpath going around
it rather through it. Although
a
farm
accommodation
bridge, it is now of substantial
proportions in terms of
dimensions and load bearing
capacity to meet modern
legislation. This stretch of
canal is now (2016) in water to and just beyond the bridge where there is a
winding hole. (photo above.)
For some considerable distance beyond the winding hole the route has been
graded down to canal towpath level to facilitate an easy ‘start-up’ when work
recommences. Some of the old MR track bed will be used to restore the canal
into the former Measham Station, the buildings of which will be restored. But
first a new aqueduct has to be constructed across the Gilwiskaw Brook, an area
which suffered considerable mining subsidence. Since mining ceased in the
1990s there has not been any subsidence along the route of the canal.
Lunch was an excellent cold buffet and we were able to ‘network’ before getting
into two groups for the afternoon. Group 1 was to walk from the centre to the
Moira Furnice (NIAG visited here in 2013, issue 125 refers) whilst Group 2 took
to their cars for the 20 minute drive to Snarestone Wharf to view the restoration
and to walk along this restored part of the canal to see and hear what was
planned for the future. It was a glorious afternoon for the two walks and most
of NIAG (11 members attended) were to be found in the second group. We
viewed the magnificent house near to the Wharf which once housed a pumping
engine and enjoyed the peace of the area as we walked to the restored bridge
9

before being taken further on along the dry bed of the next stretch of canal to
be restored. For a few of us an ice-cream finished the afternoon off very nicely.
Terry & Jane Waterfield
----oooOooo---Boat Yard, Braunston - 18th May
On a damp morning 17 members gathered in Peter Boyce’s boat yard; whilst
most of us sheltered in the entrance to his workshop, Peter braved the rain to
give a very enthusiastic account of how he became interested in boats and the
owner of at least one narrow boat.
In front of us stood Clent, the last wooden narrow boat built by Fellows, Morton
& Clayton at Uxbridge in 1947 at a cost of £1,080. Along with other surplus
boats, she was sunk in the late 1950s by
British waterways. Two decades later she
was acquired and restored for commercial
operations. Now with her stern area
under a tarpaulin and with gaps between
her oak bow planks, she is need of some
TLC. However Peter explained that
having restored the cabin area, it was then
discovered that the hull was in need of
repair. As was pointed out, one of the
problems of working with timber is that it
shrinks; some of the bow planks had been replaced but had since shrunk. More
remedial work! Inside, the base of the hull was covered in a thick layer of [wet]
sawdust to prevent the elm bottom planks from drying out.
James Loader is a 40 feet long narrow boat tug built in 1946 by Joseph Worsey
at Walsall. It worked on the Birmingham Canal Navigation (BCN) until 1964
pulling trains of up to six coal barges each barge weighing 28 tons. When the
cut froze in the winter of 1962/63, coal traffic was lost from the canals to road
vehicles never to return. The BCN tugs were laid up and offered for sale. Since
then, and after conversion for leisure use, it has been in almost continuous use
on the canal network.
Peter bought the James Loader in 2001.
Now in its tent, James Loader is again out of the water for repairs; not for the
first time in its life some of the planks need replacing. Traditionally iron nails
and bolts have been used in the construction of narrow boats; where these rust
they cause the wood to start rotting as could be seen. In his restoration work
Peter always uses marine-grade stainless steel bolts for longevity.
Lucy, the subject of Peter’s talk last November, has to be a real labour of love:
her stern under canvas is just a skeleton currently receiving attention; the rest of
the boat braving the weather is barely recognisable as such but for the few bow
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timbers. Everything held in place by a series of jigs.
A wooden butty built at Braunston by Frank Nurser at the Samuel Barlow Coal
Co.’s boat dock for the John Knill carrying fleet, Lucy was first registered in
1953. Steered by the Whitlocks she finished carrying on the long distance Jam
‘Ole Run in October 1970. This was the
name given to the journey from Atherstone
to Brentford carrying coal from the mines
to the Kearley and Tonge jam factory, a
journey undertaken by many Braunstonbased boats. She ‘retired’ to Braunston
with the Whitlocks and Rose living on
her outside the marina until 1977. When
Peter acquired her in 2008 she was
sitting on the canal bottom in a very
delicate state.
Looking at the bow timbers it was
easy to understand the problems
of fitting a straight piece of 2” x 8”
wood to a three-dimensional curved
surface. Perhaps not so easy in
practice, though! The practicalities
were explained in the workshop
with the aid of work-in-progress.
The detailed process of measuring the original timbers was explained and how
these measurements are then transferred to the new timbers. Although power
machines are used to prepare the basic timbers, hand tools are used for the
detailed shaping and chamfering to ensure a good fit. It has to be said that Peter
has a marvellous collection of hand tools of all shapes and size, all lovingly kept.
Fortunately, the early rain soon disappeared and we were able to enjoy a very
interesting visit ably led by an enthusiastic and practical speaker.
Terry Waterfield
----oooOooo---Wortley Top Forge - 5th June
A fine sunny and warm day found nine NIAG inmates at Wortley Top Forge
(WTF) near Barnsley. We were met by our guide who walked us through their
field of miscellaneous hardware collectively labelled as “future projects”. Finally
we arrived at the water wheel feed reservoir, where he took time on this fine day
to explain the differences and properties of early iron and its manufacturing
processes relevant to WTF which, in the form we see today, started life about
1620.
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There is evidence that an early form of iron smelting called a bloomery had
previously been in operation on the site. This consisted of a small furnace or
furnaces where charcoal and small pieces of iron ore were heated using an
air blast. The resulting mass at the bottom of the furnace would be removed
with tongs and hammered all round. This would knock off encrustations of
charcoal and form the bloom into a workable block. This would be chopped
into manageable sized pieces before reheating in an open (blacksmiths) hearth
then repeatedly pounded into bar iron.
However around the early 17th century blast furnaces (albeit small) were
coming into use and the main purpose of this site was to convert blast furnace
iron into malleable wrought iron.
There is no evidence of a blast
furnace on this site but local blast
furnaces would have provided the
raw material. The product of a
blast furnace is pig or cast iron
and this has a carbon content of
up to 4% which makes it very
brittle and unsuitable for anything
that requires impact strength. To
make this iron more usable the pigs
of iron were reheated in a charcoal furnace called a finery. This did not fully
melt the iron but by heating it to 1200ºC in an open atmosphere a lot of the
carbon was burnt off and as the mix became less carbon the mass became sticky
and putty like. This was lifted with tongs and transferred to the anvil where it
was hammered with the huge water-driven (shingling) hammer. The mass was
repeatedly reheated and hammered until the forge master was satisfied with the
end product, which was now wrought iron bar. (Note: An improved method
used from the mid 19th century was the puddling furnace which used coal and
had a higher output.) The result was a fairly soft material which was easily
forge-welded into chains or manipulated into all manner of things that required
impact strength. Having described the materials used, our host then moved onto
the main forge which is set up as a railway axle manufactury that WTF was
famous for during the second half of the 19th century.
To make an axle, 16 two-inch square bars were bundled together into a large
faggot approximately 33 to 36 inches long with the centre four bars 15 inches
longer and protruding out at one end to facilitate holding during the operations.
All this was held together with an iron hoop. The faggot would be put into the
furnace, liberally sprinkled with ‘sand’ to help the welding process and heated
to white heat. It took five men to produce the axle, firstly by hammering the
hot metal into a single square bar and then swageing to round in the jaws of the
continuously pounding hammer. The forge worked two 11 hour shifts and the
12

average output towards the end of
the 19th century was 250 axles per
week. During its long life between
the early 17th century and 1912
when it finally closed, apart from
its more lucrative business of axle
making, its core business had been
making bar iron. These were sent
to its sister company at Low Forge
to be rolled into various shapes and
sizes down to small rods. Within
the covered area of the forges an example of a small rolling mill recovered from
Low Forge was on show.
One of the local cottage industries of the area was nail-making and to illustrate
where a great deal of their product was being used, a self-contained rig for nail
production was also on show. This rig stamped out a tapered nail shape from a
piece of rod, a second stage cut it to length, then finally the nail blank was placed
into a former and the nail head formed (upset) by striking with a hammer.
Originally to provide engineering and maintenance support a workshop was
built across the yard from the forge. They have reconstructed this into a 19th/
early 20th century workshop with line-shaft-driven machines. One particular
machine was a file cutter. Alongside this was set up another local cottage
industry - the hand cutting of files, of which he gave a demonstration. File
shaped blanks of wrought iron (pre 1840) or 1-1.25% carbon steel would be held
flat against a piece of lead by two leather straps tightened by a foot pedal. A
small cold chisel, set in a jig to get the cutting angle correct was struck by hand
hammer to form the cross-cutting tooth of the file, then onto the next, and the
next and the next. After cutting both sides the blanks would be case hardened
(for wrought iron) or hardened and tempered in the case of steel.
All in all our day had been a busy one with so much information being proffered.
I came away having acquired a far better understanding of early iron making and
manipulation but now all I had to do was digest it.
Ron Hanson

articles
Of Flags and armorial ensigns
Recently while sorting out the ‘wheat from the chaff ’ of my Father’s flat I came
across these editorials from the members’ magazine The Coat of Arms which is
published by the Heraldry Society - a Society to which my late Mother once
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belonged when she was following her love of heraldic art.
On the 27th June 1933 the then Home Secretary, Sir John Gilmour, answered an
oral question in the House of Commons concerning the use of the Union Flag.
He said: “the union Flag is the national flag and may properly be flown by any British
subject on land”. In making this pronouncement he lived up to his family motto
Nil Penna sed Usus for the Union Flag was widely used everywhere, although in
fact it was officially a Government flag when flown on land.
Given this inch the public have now taken an ell and the Union Flag decorates
waste-paper bins, paper carriers and a wide variety of merchandise. It is
frequently used in advertising and it is only a matter of time before an article
marked with the Union Flag will be known to have been made in Japan. The
editor goes on to suggest that a new government flag be introduced for use on
government and public buildings.
Such a flag would be protected by law and would be a differenced version of
the Union Flag, perhaps with the royal crown on the fess point or on a canton.
It would, in fact, be the national flag augmented for official use. In this way
dignity would be restored, tradition upheld and users and abusers of the flag left
unmolested.
The Coat of Arms – Volume IX, No.70 April 1967.
British Rail has now unrepentantly abandoned the use of armorial ensigns as
a method of identification and has assumed a logo. From the time when arms
were first granted to our nationalised railways, they were used ill-advisedly. It
was not the badge, but the crest which adorned rolling stock and it was the letters
BR followed by the initial of the region which tastefully decorated crockery
in those far-off pre-plastic days. The arms where never seen and, as far as I
can recollect, nor were the three badges which referred to rail, road and water
transport. There must be a lesson to be learned from these mistakes and it is
surely this. A corporation needs a simple symbol. A logo is only the answer if
the symbol is intended to be ephemeral; if it is not, then a really well designed
badge is what is needed, together with lots of good advice as to when where
and how it may be used. Now that many more large corporations are seeking
arms, let us hope that they will seriously consider how best to use them, so that
future Public Relations Officers will not, in desperation, turn to the transitory
attractions of a logo.
The Coat of Arms – Volume XII, No.88 October 1971.
JP Brooke-Little (Hon Editor-in Chief)
Well we know that since then the flag has been used on all manner of occasions
and as clothing and as he prophesised has, indeed, being put on items which
bear the ‘made in Japan’ mark, and more than likely ‘made in China’ as well!
Jane Waterfiield
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UPDATES
Snibston Discovery Museum closure
I thought members would be interested in the write-up on the closure of this
museum which was in the Summer issue of the AIA News. It also goes to show
that the monetary loss, which councils seem to bang on about these days, is
hard to accept. In attempting to be clever and make a ‘fast buck’ the council has
managed to lose an asset, goodwill and won’t be able to sell the land for many
a year, if ever. By my calculations the loss of this museum is costing £467,771 money which will never be recouped. Ed.
The closure of the Snibston Discovery Museum, in Coalville, which shut its
doors in July 2015 after a legal challenge failed, exemplifies the heavy cost and
losses associated with closure. The demolition of the Snibston site is costing
£179,625. The council will also have to pay back the £146,146 that the HLF
invested in the museum and its collections. Moreover, redundancies that resulted
from the closure will cost £142,000. The council’s original plan was to sell the
land to residential property developers, but the land has been deemed unsuitable
for a housing development in its current state.
The true cost of losing a museum is hard to quantify but a spate of high-profile
cases gives the sector a more vivid picture of what it means, not only in monetary
terms, but also the loss of expertise and dedication of museum professionals and
volunteers that have worked hard to protect and share the collections.

MISCELLANY ITEMS OF INTEREST
House on sale to save rare Leicestershire navvy hut
Members who visited the Wymondham Mill last year [report in issue 136] may be
interested in the following news. Ed
The owner of a Midland Railway building is selling it for £499,000 – so she
can restore a rundown wooden navvy hut next door. Ruth Genda bought
a bungalow in Wymondham near Melton Mowbray, now known as The
Stationmaster’s House, 10 years
ago, only to discover that what she
thought was a wooden agricultural
shed in the garden was in fact
Navvy Hut No.2, a Grade II listed
building. The hut was one of
11 such structures erected in the
village between 1884 and 1889 to
house railway workers building
the Bourne to Saxby section of the
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Midland & Great Northern Joint Railway, which opened to good traffic in June
1893 and to passengers in May 1894.
One of the huts was later upgraded and converted into the stationmaster’s house
at what was Edmonthorpe and Wymondham station. Unlike the Navvy hut,
it was never listed because of the extensive modernisation and added brick
cladding. Historic England considers that Navvy Hut No.2 is the sole survivor
of its type left in the UK in-situ. The huts were last inhabited in 1959 when the
station was closed to passengers along with most of the MGNUR system. Some
ex-inhabitants are alive today and have vivid childhood memories of their times
there.
Lacking railway knowledge, Ruth set about researching the history of the navvy
hut. She said: ‘I didn’t ask to own Navvy Hut No.2. I regard it now as a special, if
rather strange, gift, one for which I must take serious responsibility. It seems imperative
to me that, as it is an early example of social housing built by the Midland Railway in
the Victorian tradition of Salt, Cadbury and Rowntree’s workers’ housing, this navvy
hut must be saved. It is a national treasure.’ She researched the building’s story and
stories of some of the families who had lived and worked there and found that
only two railway men in Wymondham in 1891 were born in Ireland. One was
the foreman of works and the other a skilled carpenter – men in responsible
positions in the workforce – living with wives and children. ‘Navvy No.2 Hut stands
as a remarkable example of enlightened employer/employee-managed relationships. It
has taken a long time for working men and their families to be housed – something we
take for granted today’.
Ruth found that when she purchased the hut unwittingly unaware of its
significance it was already beginning to crumble. She tried a couple of times
to ‘gift’ it to railway museums without success, and because she was a private
owner was unable to obtain any trust funding to help the restoration efforts. She
has now put her home on the market and will use the money to restore Navvy
Hut No.2, which she already has planning permission to move into an adjacent
paddock. If Melton Mowbray Borough Council grants residential permission
on August 16th for the hut, she will remain in Wymondham to oversee the
restoration. She hopes to open it to the public depicting navvy life. Her aim is
to share it.
Heritage Railway – July 28th/August 24th 2016
Isle of Man: Runaway Snaefell tram destroyed
Snaefell Mountain Railway car No.3 was destroyed after rolling backwards and
derailing on March 30th after being parked just short of the summit terminus.
The passengers and staff were left stranded at the summit until arrangements
were made to return them to Laxey. Although it was first thought that the car
would be lost, there are plans to rebuild it using the recovered components.
Hampshire IA Society newsletter No.86 – June 2016
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World’s first operational radar station to be restored
The Bawdsey Radar Trust in Suffolk has received a grant of £1.4m from the
Heritage Lottery Fund to assist with the project to conserve the Transmitter
Block building on Bawdsey Manor Estate. The project aims to let the public
learn about this pioneering radar site.
Radar helped the Allies win the Second World War, playing a vital part in the
Battle of Britain in 1940. It is estimated that the technology helped to shorten
the war by two years. Built in 1938, the Transmitter Block at RAF Bawdsey
was the site of the world’s first operational radar station. Now Grade II* listed,
it is currently on the Historic England’s Heritage at Risk register and in need
of urgent repair. Plans are to conserve the fabric of the building as well as
developing ways in which more people will be able to visit and understand about
the importance of the site and its role in laying the foundation for our current age
of electronics, leading to inventions such as GPS, accurate weather forecasting,
speed safety cameras and even the microwave oven.
Hampshire IA Society newsletter No.86 – June 2016
The following two items also came, in the first instance, via the Hampshire IA Society’s
newsletter. Ed
Helmshaw Mills Textile Museum, Lancashire to close after LCC cuts.
One of the last cotton mills in Lancashire - Helmshore Mills Textile Museum
- will close its doors to the public at the end of next month (March 2016). The
museum, on Holcombe Road, is one of five to close as part of controversial cuts
approved by Lancashire County Council (LCC) last week. LCC has confirmed
that the popular Mill museum will shut by April 1 but has approved emergency
funding to find alternative operators to take on the running of the museums and
prevent them from falling into disrepair.
A Helmshore councillor suggested the decision could be open to legal challenge.
He said: “There has been a considerable campaign to keep it open as part of the heritage
and community of Rossendale. I am sure there will be a large number of people across
Rossendale who will be appalled to hear of its closure. Hopefully it can be kept open
in some way, but this is a tremendous, momentous blow to the museum.” A petition
opposing Lancashire Mill Museum closures had gained support from the MP
Jake Berry, who said “This decision by Lancashire County Council, where they have
ignored the views of over 9,000 people, is quite frankly disgraceful.” A former worker
at the site was said to be very unhappy and says: “The important thing to recognise
with this is the council will cut its funding but it doesn’t mean it will have to close in the
long term. If someone comes forward with financial backing, this is an opportunity to
fight to keep the museum open.”
Rosendale Free Press website: 18th February 2016
Historic Queen Street Mill to close?
Burnley councillor Roger Frost revealed he had heard rumours that a prominent
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London museum would be interested in running the museum, which holds the
world’s only collection of steam-powered weaving looms. The outspoken local
historian also criticised the county council for its handling of its reduced budget.
He said: “Lancashire County Council has a duty to maintain Queen Street’s unique
collection. The museum cannot simply be closed down.”
Susan Mathieson, the co-ordinator of Save Lancashire’s Mill Museums
Campaign, agreed the museum could not simply be mothballed. She said:
“The importance of preserving these historical sites from a social, historical and cultural
perspective as an education and community resource is imperative. The four-month
timescale for the museum to find an alternative source of funding to avoid imminent
closure is unrealistic. We are raising awareness, seeking a stay of execution that will allow
a viable business plan to be produced, thus preserving 200 years of Lancashire heritage for
future generations. If the museums and their collections are mothballed, the chances of
reopening as a working museum are limited.”
Burnley Press website; 14th January 2016
It would appear that all is not lost because in the AIA News summer edition
comes the news that there is a ‘stay of execution’ until September giving a further
six months to find a solution. The AIA Chairman had written a comprehensive
letter to Lancashire CC regarding the future of these two sites and it will be
interesting to learn whether, or not, these two museums will be allowed to carry
on as an asset to their location. Sarah Hardy of the Save the Mills campaign,
herself a former employee of LCC and working at Helmshore Mills Textile
Museum said: “I don’t know how you can teach your children about an area when
there is none of its history left. It just becomes impossible. We are losing this area’s
entire heritage. There were about 3,000 mills in the east Lancashire area during the mid1800s, and now we just have these two working ones left. If they go, then that heritage
is completely lost forever.” It should also be mentioned that these two mills were
discussed by an All Party Parliamentary Group for Industrial Heritage at their
meeting in March this year. Ed.
Kodak factory closes
The company says that the Harrow site is no longer viable and manufacturing
will cease in November, closing down by the end of 2016. The site now only
makes photographic printing papers and associated materials. The UK Head
office will be retained in Hemel Hempstead.
TfL Newsletter – May 2016
The Oval Gasholder is to be listed
The Victorian structure which dominates the Oval Cricket Ground’s skyline
may be the last London gasholder to be listed. ‘Gasholder 1’ was the largest
in the world when it was built in 1847; it was rebuilt in 1877-79 just before the
first test match in England was played in 1880 and became the landmark known
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world-wide. The decision to protect the structure was made on the grounds
of historical and architectural interest, notwithstanding its importance in the
landscape.
GLIAS newsletter no 283 – April 2016
----oooOooo---NEWS FROM AROUND THE COUNTY
Leather Centre moves to Guildhall Road, Northampton
Member Ron Whittaker sends us news that a fundraising event to assist the moving
of the Leather Centre to Guildhall Road, Northampton, took place on the 15th
September. The University will be moving to the Waterside Campus shortly and
plans are afoot to move the Institute for Creative Leather Technology (ICLT) to
a new home in the former Vulcan Works in Guildhall Road, Northampton. It is
thought that with Northampton’s reputation as a global powerhouse for leather
craft, and the ICLT being a globally-unique research centre, this move will see
the town clearly at the forefront of leatherworking technology.
It is to be hoped that the new premises will be open on a regular basis for visitors to pop in
and see the workings. NIAG visited the Centre last year – report in issue 136, Autumn
2015. Ed
Logistics firm gives job pledge in merger
The Knights of Old Group and Nelson Distribution, based in Belper, are
joining forces to create a firm consisting of 300 trucks, 350 trailers, 700 staff and
450,000 sq.ft. of warehousing. The new firm will have a turnover approaching
£65million. There are no plans to make any structural or staff changes as a
result of the merger.
The managing director of Nelson Distribution said “The Nelson Distribution
team is excited to merge with the Knights of Old Group. Our great people and flexible
organisation will enable us to scale quickly to take full geographical advantage of the
merger. As a larger company we have a greater resource to call upon, but we will still
maintain all the benefits that a local logistics supplier provides”.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 12th May 2016
New flats proposal for former shoe factory
New plans have been submitted for the conversion into flats of a former shoe
factory which helped shape Rushden’s growth. Westleigh Developments secured
planning permission to turn the Grade II listed building on the corner of Upper
Queen Street and Cromwell Road in Rushden into 16 flats in 2014. However,
the firm is now asking for permission to reduce the number of flats to 14 twobedroom units so that they can add an en-suite to each of them.
The site used to be occupied by Grensons until the firm moved out to new
modern premises at Crown Park in the town in 2013. Grensons was just one of
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many firms from the footwear industry which played a huge role in Rushden’s
growth, with more than 100 boot and shoe factories in the town in the mid1900s.
The East Northants Planning Committee considered the plans on June 1st with
a report prepared for councillors ahead of the meeting saying: “The factory is a
good example of the former success of local boot and shoe industry and is one of the most
well preserved factories in Rushden.”
The plans are to convert the listed building to form 14 two-bedroom flats
including demolition of the 20th century extension and north light sheds.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 2nd June 2016
Seen on our summer walk in 2014 – report in issue 131
A former quarry to become a Service Station on A14
A former quarry near the A14 has been sold to service station developers. Euro
Garages, which describes itself as the fastest growing forecourt operator in
the UK, has bought the land at junction 1 of the A14, near Welford, for an
undisclosed fee. It had been listed under a guide price of £1.8m by auctioneers
Savills.
The 44 acre site has planning permission for a service station, a truck stop/diner,
a drive-through diner and travel motel. If built, it will service both the eastbound
and westbound carriageways of the A14.
Northants Telegraph and Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 7th July 2016
But neither paper said what the quarry was originally – can you help? Ed
Phipps’ Albion Brewery Bar wins award
A Northampton town centre bar is celebrating after impressing judges of a
CAMRA award. Phipps’ Albion Brewery Bar, in Kingswell Street, has been
voted Town Pub of the Season by members of Northants Campaign for Real Ale
(CAMRA). The bar opened under a year ago in a section of the 1884 Albion
Brewery which has been restored by Phipps NBC. The building is not only
home to their modern brewing plant, the space is shared with artists spaces, a
film studio and print shop with a venue planned for next year.
Sam Line, Manager said: “We knew ale enthusiasts from around the county have been
coming into Northampton just to visit us but it’s still a surprise to get voted their favourite
pub. We’ve not been going long and still have plans to add to what we offer here – it’s
going to get better and better.”
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 7th July 2016
NIAG visited the Brewery in 2015 – report in issue 136.
Delapre Lodge – meeting rooms plan
The lodge house at the entrance to Delapre Park has had plans approved by
Northampton Borough Council to be upgraded. This will clear the way for
internal repairs “in order to provide new facilities and meeting rooms”. As far as
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the external repairs are concerned, the slate roof will be fixed, the stone will
be cleaned, repointing will be carried out and security shutters to windows and
doors will be covered to improve the appearance. A report says “The works are
required to arrest sources of decay and deterioration prior to looking at long-term plans
for the re-use of the building. The work would make the building weather-tight and
improve the appearance of the lodge, which is falling into disrepair. They would assist in
enhancing and preserving this heritage asset and enable the council to continue to seek an
optimum viable use of the building to further secure its preservation.”
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 16th June 2016
Victorian plunge pool discovered at Delapre Abbey
Contractors working on the restoration of Delapre Abbey have discovered a
Victorian plunge pool. The abbey started life as a Cluniac nunnery in the twelfth
century and has served many different purposes since. It was discovered as part
of the excavations to the north of the main building. A spokesman for the Iain
Soden Heritage services said: “At first we were confused about what it was because of
the shape and size of it, but then we had a eureka moment. By the time you reach the last
19th century, places like Delapre had plumbing, which meant they could have these kinds
of baths. Also in the late 1800s into the period just pre-war, there was a bit of a fad for
healthy living, and a belief in the healing effect of plunging into cold water.”
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 11th August 2016
Designer is taking it step-by-step
There is a new kid on the Northamptonshire shoe-making block and he is making
sneakers. And this type of footwear is produced and sold online exclusively by
the Northampton Sneaker Company. This new set-up is run by Mark Walton
from Higham Ferrers. The 39-year-old started work in fashion product design
in 2001, initially designing sunglasses and watches. He began footwear design
in 2002, and worked for various brands – the most famous being Lacoste. He
designed some of its best selling men’s trainers which are still on sale today.
Now he works for a large German fashion retailer designing its men’s footwear
and accessories.
The Northampton Sneaker Company was born in 2013 when Mark was in Italy
and was in a shoe shop. He noticed a large percentage of the shoes on sale were
made in Northamptonshire and this got him thinking if the county made shoes
why not trainers? The sneakers or trainers, depending on whatever you call
them, are made by NPS Shoes in Wollaston which has been making Goodyear
Welted shoes since 1881. All the sneakers are heat formed around an internal
mould shape called a ‘last’. And Northampton Sneaker Company spends time
with the craftsmen of Springline, Northampton, getting the unique shape of the
product just right. The leather used is the same high quality European material
used on all the finest Northamptonshire shoes.
The products are sold online so there is no middle man. The sneakers cost £279
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for the Oxblood Cordovan whereas the Navy Water Resistant Suede costs £249.
Others in tan calf and white leather cost £249, and the black cordovan £279. If
the trainers need repairing, they can be just like a pair of quality shoes made in
the county. Mark said: “We have only been open for two years and have already sent
our sneakers to Australia, the USA and Japan. Our customers cannot believe how good
the product is they have bought”.
Herald and Post – 4th August 2016
See report on page 2 by Peter on our visit to NPS Shoes in May this year. Ed.

Of This and That
Vacancy on the Committee
The committee is anxious to fill the existing vacant slot on the committee and if
any member would like to join them, please contact our Secretary, Peter Perkins
with your interest.
Next year’s summer programme
There is a strong possibility that a trip may be arranged to visit the Darlington
Works where the new Gresley Class P2 Mikado, No.2007 Prince of Wales steam
engine is being built. This would be a mid-summer visit to make the most of
the daylight hours. As well as the Darlington railway museum there is also the
Shildon railway musuem, part of the National Railway Musem, to visit.
At this point in time an indication of interest by members would be of help
before we finally make plans. As far as we are aware there are no restrictions on
numbers. Therefore, if you are interested please e-mail, telephone or write to
Terry W to show interest.
Winter evenings - refreshments
Assistance would be much appreciated by Jane who would be grateful for a
washer-upper and general dogs-body to make the job easier. Existing committee
members have been delegated an evening, but other assistance would be much
appreciated. She, Jane, would occasionally like to get out of the kitchen to have
a chat with other members!
Winter Programme
11th November AGM followed by a talk by Mary Matts on the Foxton Locks
and the Inclined Plane.
5th December Archive films of NIAG activities - Peter Acres. (NB: First
Friday of the month)
2017
13th January Member’s evening - the annual members presentations on a
variety of topics.
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Dates for the Diary
12th November EMIAC at Lincoln - booking closes 1st November.
Other:
November
Delapre Abbey’s catering services will be open from this month.
2017
11th February Delapre Abbey opens to visitors No further details.
6th May
EMIAC at Cromford - details with next newsletter.
The following take place at the Northampton Museum & Art Gallery in
Guildhall, Northampton.
Exhibition
12th November to 19th February 2017:
Experienced Hands: The Art of the Shoemaker. The exhibition
investigates the tools and techniques of traditional shoemaking,
using tools and objects from the Shoe Collection.
Activity
12th November Experienced Hands: Shoemaking demonstration – 10 am to 4 pm.
Discover the fascinating craft of hand shoemaking with Peter
Prince, an independent boot and shoe maker, whose journey
through the craft has taken him from the historical world
of museums and castles to the film and fashion industries.
Entrance free.
Talks:
A series of winter talks entitled There’s No Business Like Shoe Business. A charge
of £5 per lecture or £12.50 for the series ticket. All talks are at 2.00 pm on a
Saturday afternoon. Contact 01604 837397 to book.
3rd December Factory Life in the Boot and Shoe Industry – Ruth Thomas will look
at the development of shoe manufacturing in Northampton
from the medieval period as a small cottage industry to a factory
industry
21st January Dedicated Followers of Shoe Fashions – Rebecca Shawcross will
take a light-hearted look at shoes from Roman times to the
present day.
28th January Northampton’s Boot & Shoe Factory Heritage – our own Peter
Perkins’ illustrated talk looks at the evolution of the boot and
shoe factory in Northampton and the history of some of the
buildings that remain today in the town’s ‘Boot & Shoe Quarter’
For the over 60s a series of talks on a Thursday lunchtime. Cost £2.50 - booking
essential. Contact 01604 837397 to book.
10th November Death in the Garden – Michael Brown talks about poisonous
plants, magic myths, passion and murder.
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24th November What the Romans did for us in the Kitchen with Cake – Chris Carr.
An opportunity to taste a genuine Roman cake.
8th December History of Royal and Derngate – Michael Brailey talks on the
history of the theatres from 1884 through to the present day.
----oooOooo---And Finally:
Spotted in The Times of May 10th 2016
There is trouble in Venice as gondoliers have protested against the actions of
speeding motorboats.
Twenty gondoliers fanned out across the water from St Mark’s Square, clogging
up the waterway between the piazza and the island of San Georgio Maggiore.
“We forced all the motorboats to slow down and use their brains for once”. Aldo Reato,
president of the Venice association of gondoliers said after Saturday’s protest.
The city’s 433 gondoliers are furious with water-taxi drivers who flout the 7km/h
(4mph) speed limit and create bow waves up to a metre high which course down
narrow canals, threatening to topple them into the water. Even in calm water
getting out of gondolas can be tricky, as five Korean tourists discovered this
month when they tried to scramble out on to a dock together and fell in as
the boat capsized. Anger at the behaviour of Venice’s 300 water-taxi drivers
increased in April when one was videoed towing an American tourist on water
skis up and down the Giudecca canal. Facing the suspension of his licence, the
driver apologised to the mayor of Venice. “He realised that he had done a really
stupid thing.” A police officer said.
Gondoliers first appeared on Venice’s canals 1,000 years ago and their craft have
been painted regulation black since 1562, when the city’s Doge* banned the
outlandish colours that local nobles were using on their private gondolas. The
arrival of motorboats in Venice meant that gondola builders had to move with
the times, using plywood alongside the traditional oak beams to strengthen their
vessels against the choppy waters on the Grand Canal, where 1,600 boats pass
along every hour.
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Collisions have increased and an extremely bad one, during 2013, resulting
in a fatality led to a gondolier being tested and found positive for cocaine and
marijuana use, prompting regular drug and alcohol testing. They also have to
carry GPS receivers so that city managers can check whether they were sticking
to authorised canals. The biggest change was the introduction of number plates
and reflective strips, causing a break with the all-black tradition. After accepting
tougher regulations, the gondoliers also want stricter checks imposed on speeding
water taxis. Venice police say they have issued out 113 speeding fines in the first
three months of this year, but Mr Reato said that was not enough. “The police
sometimes use lasers to check the speed of boats and we want a permanent laser sensor
set up at St Mark’s Square. Right now, everyone speeds and there is chaos in Venice, but
when the police do show up people suddenly become more obedient.”
*Doge: the Dukes of Venice

Coming up in the next issue:
Summer reports continue
Report of the AGM
More news from around the county and country

Unless stated all photographs are credited to Jane and Terry Waterfield.
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author, who may be faithfully repeating the errors of the original.
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